SIM CARDS
TEST SIM CARD MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

STREAMLINE THE MANAGEMENT OF TEST SIM CARDS

Professional test card handling can be so easy: this intuitive application helps you to manage all own and partner test SIM cards conveniently. You can keep track of individual cards, create notes, generate card audits and prepare SIM card shipments within just a few minutes. The SIM Cards application supports all technologies and services including LTE.

KEY BENEFITS

- Store own and partner test SIM card data in a central repository
- Keep track of card locations and find individual cards quickly
- Save notes to each operator, e.g. for tracking open actions
- Easily create shipping notes in .pdf format
- Print SIM card labels for selected cards
- Import and export SIM card data in .csv (Excel) format
- Full support of card management within operator groups

Many operators currently use spread sheet software, such as Excel, to keep track of the numerous SIM cards they send and receive. But only SIM Cards offers these features:

- Assign individual permissions to supervise data access and handling
- Trace changes in a history-log
- High-performance database handles any number of cards
- Secure web-based access from anywhere
- Prepare card shipments and create shipping notes
- Print card labels for selected SIM cards
SIM CARDS REPOSITORY
Quick access to the information you need

SIM Cards is a safe and reliable database that allows you to securely store information regarding all own and partner SIM cards. Thanks to advanced search options you can track down individual cards easily, searching by parameters such as IMSI, MSISDN, card type, location, roaming partner etc. In addition, intelligent filters allow convenient grouping of cards.

SIM CARDS REPORTS
Full transparency at all times

Adding new test SIM cards to your repository is easy; you can perform a mass import using CSV (Excel) files or you can add card data manually. A mass import is particularly helpful when your partners send bulk cards or when you receive new cards from your own SIM card provider. SIM Cards also helps to clean up your data, e.g. to identify wrong or missing entries.

Which SIM cards are currently with a roaming partner? Where can you find cards provided by a specific partner? By using SIM Cards you can answer these questions immediately. The extensive search and filter functions help you to perform SIM card audits and create individual reports. These reports can be exported easily as CSV or Excel files to maximize collaboration and control.
SHIPPING ASSISTANT

Comfortable delivery process

With SIM Cards you can prepare card shipments to roaming partners within minutes, without the need for additional software. You can select SIM cards from your database, generate a delivery note and provide an acknowledgment file to add to your parcel - and your cards are ready to be sent.

LABEL PRINTER

Print card labels easily

To make the testing process faster and more efficient, you may want to label your cards. Use this tool to create individual SIM card labels (showing details such as MSISDN and PIN) and simply print these as required.

COLLABORATION SUPPORT

Better team work worldwide

By using SIM Cards, testing teams working in different locations can collaborate more effectively. For example, a user in need of a specific card for testing purposes can check the status and the location of the card at all times. This way the colleague who is currently in charge of the card can be identified quickly.

THE ROAMSYS CONCEPT

What you get with all our applications

All our products are provided as web-based applications on a Software as a Service (SaaS) basis. This frees you from tasks such as installing software, running updates or doing backups. It also allows you to access your data anytime from anywhere and ensures convenient collaboration of roaming teams that are spread across different locations.

Each application can be used as a standalone product or connected to other Roamsys tools. Combining products allows for a greater insight into partner and network information and unlocks additional benefits. An easy to use interface, fast and competent support, automatic backups and a secure banking standard encryption (SSL) for your data are also part of our applications.
WE MAKE ROAMING COLLABORATION WORK

Roamsys provides sophisticated yet easy-to-use roaming management solutions (RMS) that help mobile network operators to increase revenues. We offer applications for handling both technical and commercial data. With our tools, your roaming team will be able to complete time consuming tasks and processes more efficiently and with better quality. And if required, all tools can be customized to match your individual requirements.

ROAMSYS PRODUCTS

**IREG TOOLBOX**  
Visualize IR.21 changes and speed up network updates, maintenance and troubleshooting based on a powerful database.

**ROLLOUTS**  
Plan and monitor all service openings with ease, increase team efficiency and reduce your time to market.

**DOCUMENTS**  
Your own private repository for all partner documents, including automatic import from InfoCentre and notifications on changes.

**NETWORKS**  
Get full insight into your direct and hub-related roaming connections, check coverage maps and identify footprint or service gaps.

**SIM CARDS**  
Keep track of SIM card information and streamline dispatch and audit workflows.
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